
PACK EXPO Las Vegas Healthcare Packaging EXPO will be the first opportunity in 18 months to see live, 
in-person technology in action and is the only comprehensive packaging and processing trade show in the world 
this year 
 
PPi Technologies GROUP will have pouch making, filling, sealing, checking and packing machinery in our 
booth 4800 Central Hall. 
 
SN Machinery will exhibit two new machinery designs, one for the dairy or beverage industry with a 
HYGIENIC Horizontal Form-fill-seal machine and the other a compact, versatile and robust entry level 
machine for small businesses starting out with StandUp and reclosable Zipper pouches. Both use the latest 
Allen Bradley components, PLC driven and use less energy, lower film waste and can produce pouches with the 
new sustainable films including single source material specifications. The new Innovative Digital Watttron seal 
bar technology will be integrated and shown on this machine. 
 
PSG LEE will demonstrate a high-speed Duplex washdown machine for jerky, frozen foods and fruits using 
Premade StandUp and Zipper pouches. This machinery range is extremely flexible and offers quick, easy and 
repeatable 15-minute changeovers, Recipe driven from the color Touchscreen with, the lowest waste figures in 
the industry and 24-hour support. These machines are available in 7, 8 and 10 Station configurations, depending 
on the model. 
 
PSG X-Ray machines have high resolution for accurate foreign body detection using leading technology for 
overlapping and non-uniform materials. Intuitive software for automatic product learning. Industry leading bone 
and stone detection. Tool-less slide out conveyor and shields for sanitation as well as remote assistance. 
 
PSG NOW combination checkweigher and metal detector digital signal processing machine, full color touch 
screen, electronic operating manuals, Smart self-diagnosis function. Suitable for food, beverages, chemical and 
pharmaceutical production. Automatic product learning. Multi frequency operation with phase tracking. Metal 
detector standard construction is Stainless Steel, IP66. 
 
Valmatic fill-seal VialPaQs for the cosmetic and Meditech industries with new Intuitive HMI dashboard, ± 2% 
filling accuracy, UL/CSA/FDA approvals, VialPaQs from 2 to 200 ml capacity, plastic, and a new 
environmental, paper laminate approach. 
 
A Radpak versatile continuous motion Cartoning Machine with a manual product pack station for bottles, cans, 
or pouches into a shelf display carton.  
 
PSG Mini PMP premade pouch machine with dry product scale for pilot plants and for startup Cannabis 
products from gummies to flowers packed into pouches. 
 
Stop by to see some of our all natural chemical free ShotPak cocktails and STR8UP liquors filled into 
environmentally friendly StandUp pouches. 
 
Penta 5usa and its contract packing division handle skin care, body wellness and all natural insect control 
products that kill the insects and not the animals or hurt humans or damage the environment. 
 
Visit packexpo.com to register. Our guest pass code is 15Q19. Registration, which includes access to both 
PACK EXPO Las Vegas and Healthcare Packaging EXPO, is $30 through Sept. 3, after which the price 
increases by $100. PMMI is committed to providing the same experience you have come to enjoy at our events. 
Visit the show website for more information on the PACK Ready health and safety plan. 
 
Others practice pouching and we define it! 

https://pmmi.omeclk.com/portal/wts/uemcnh%5Ec792baMjRaRA%5E%5Edkr7BmqLWtcLd
https://pmmi.omeclk.com/portal/wts/uemcnh%5Ec792baMjRaRAsedkr7BmqLWtcLd

